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Beautiful, affordable custom cabinets

The Company
A product of the Norcraft Companies, a division of the MasterBrand family of cabinetry
Founded in 1978 by craftsman in Sioux Falls, South Dakota
Beautiful semi-custom framed and inset cabinetry available through our nationwide dealer network
On time and complete cycle-ship deliveries allow you to wrap up projects quickly and easily
KCMA and ESP certified, and CARB II compliant, ensuring quality and care for our environment

The Best Construction Every Time - Our Standard is their Upgrade
All plywood, low formaldehyde cabinet case construction with 3/4" ends
5/8" thick birch hardwood drawers and rollout trays with dovetail joinery
Blum soft-close hinges on all overlay and concealed inset doors . Finial inset use magnetic catches.
Blum soft-close, undermount, full extension slides are standard on both drawers and rollout trays
Construction materials and finishes are covered by a limited LIFETIME warranty

The Selection
Over 120 modern overlay, standard overlay and inset door styles from modern to traditional
Twelve price buckets, every budget, style and taste expectation can be managed within the line
Seven standard hardwoods - Alder, Cherry, Hickory, Lyptus, Maple, Red Oak and Quarter Sawn Red Oak
Three rustic hardwoods - Rustic Alder, Rustic Cherry and Rustic Hickory
Over 8,800 standard cabinet SKU's including lockers, mantels, islands, hearth hoods and spa vanities
Over 900,000 combinations of doors, species and finish choices plus custom colors
Hundreds of organization accessories that are factory installed

The Finish
Stain, stain with glaze, tinted varnish and tinted varnish with glaze are wiped by hand
Durable low-gloss, conversion varnish, furniture finish for a long lasting durable finish
Hand crafted distressing technics, with several options, from rounded corners to full Old World distressing
Custom stains and tinted varnishes are available, we match a paint swatch to a shoe and everything in between

The Flexibility
100’s of standard modifications
Most cabinets can be modified in 1/16” increments in width, depth and height
Easy custom quote process for special cabinets and door styles that are not in our catalog
We create cabinetry to 72" wide and 120" tall

www.fieldstonecabinetry.com

